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Original concept by  
Andrena Baxter

Other kits in the  
My Fairy Garden Range

Fairy Sweet Pea’s 
journey to the Magical 

Unicorn Garden

Sweet PeaWARNING! 
For Ages 4 years +
Not suitable for children under 36 months due 
to small parts that may represent a choking 
hazard.
None of the accessories in this kit should 
be allowed to come into direct contact with 
foodstuffs.
Wash hands after use.
Young children will need the help and 
supervision of an adult.

    Chai
Visit myfairygarden.co.uk for more  

information about the My Fairy Garden 
toys and fairies. You can also read the  

Garden Diary and explore Fun & Games!

    Elvie

Heather
  Andrena

Garden



  

IntroductionIntroduction
Join Fairy Sweet Pea and her 
Unicorn friend in their caravan 
journey to the magical Unicorn 
Garden.

Grow the grass seeds and create a beautiful Grow the grass seeds and create a beautiful 
living garden, where they can live happily. You living garden, where they can live happily. You 
can also grow gorgeous red edible leaves in the can also grow gorgeous red edible leaves in the 
removable roof top planter (seeds included, removable roof top planter (seeds included, 
just add soil). just add soil). 

This ‘Grow & Play’ playset comes with a This ‘Grow & Play’ playset comes with a 
beautifully detailed caravan, that is home to beautifully detailed caravan, that is home to 
Fairy Sweet Pea, Unicorn and their Mouse Fairy Sweet Pea, Unicorn and their Mouse 
friendfriend..

  

1. Add Soil to the Unicorn Garden Bowl

Fill the bowl nearly to the top with some 
sieved soil or multi-purpose compost available 
from garden centres. The soil or compost 
should be damp but not too wet. Firm the soil 

down to make a smooth and  
stable surface.

Creating Your  Creating Your  
Unicorn GardenUnicorn Garden

1 x Unicorn Garden Bowl

1 x Unicorn Figure

1 x Fairy Sweet Pea Figure

1 x Mouse Figure

1 x Fairy Caravan

1 x Fairy Bridge

1 x Posts with Cord and Bunting

1 x Grass Seed

1 x Red Amaranth Seed

1 x Multi-Colour Gravel  
(for path)

Fairy Flowers

CONTENTS

Please Note:  
You will need some grass seed  
and soil or compost (not included  
in this kit)

2. Plant seeds in the roof planter.

Fill the planter nearly to the top with some 
sieved soil, evenly scatter the Red Amaranth 
seeds into the roof planter. Water and watch 
them grow.
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3. Assemble the Bunting

To assemble the bunting, follow the 
guide below. Once complete, place 
it in the Garden by pushing the 
poles into the soil.

Peel the bunting from  
the backing sheet, place 
the unfolded piece of  
bunting on the string.

Fold the bunting over  
the string.

4. Assemble the Bridge

Clip the sides of the bridge to the 
main walkway. 

Bridge rests on the bowl in two di�erent positions, higher or lower

Bridge rests on the bowl in two di�erent positions, higher or lower

5. Position the Bridge

The bridge can rest in two different 
ways on the bowl.

6. Assemble the Bench

Clip the bench to the  
inside of the caravan.
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Depending on the temperature, the grass will 
take about 1 or 2 weeks to start growing. 
Place the garden in plenty of light (a window 
sill is ideal). Check it every day to make sure 
the soil does not dry out. Sprinkle more water 
on the seeds if needed. When the grass begins 
to grow, keep the soil moist but don’t add 
too much water or it will make a very muddy 
garden! It will take a few days for the grass 

to grow into a lawn. To keep it looking 
nice, occasionally trim the grass 

with a pair of scissors. (Ask 
a grown up to help with 

this). 

Caring for your  Caring for your  
Unicorn GardenUnicorn Garden

7. Make a Path & Sow the Seeds

Use the multi-coloured gravel to make a 
path that starts in the centre of the bowl and 
finishes at the edge. 

Add the remaining Red amaranth seeds 
towards the end of the path. Evenly scatter 
grass seed over the bare areas of soil. Carefully 
sprinkle water over the seeds so they are 
damp. Be careful not to add too much water.

SEEDS

Plant out grass seeds and Red Amaranth seeds in the bowl, create a pattern with the seeds

Mouse �ts into heart shaped bump on the caravan door step

Place the mouse onto 
the heart shaped 
bump on the caravan 
to hold him in place.
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